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Abstract—This paper presents a new database, Immersive
Video Quality Assessment Database 2017 (IVQAD 2017), in-
tended for immersive video quality assessment in virtual reality
environment. Video quality assessment (VQA) plays an important
role in video research fields. Nowadays virtual reality technology
have been widely used and playing videos in virtual reality visual
system is becoming more and more popular. However, existing
research in VQA fields mainly focus on traditional videos. In this
paper, we build the IVQAD which contains 10 raw videos and
150 distorted videos. Bit rate, frame rate and resolution were
considered as quality degradation factors. All the videos were
encoded with MPEG-4. Subjects were asked to assess the video
under virtual reality environment and mean opinion score (MOS)
was derived by computing. Using IVQAD 2017, researchers can
explore the influence of resolution, video compression and video
packet loss on immersive videos’ quality.

Index Terms—Immersive video, quality assessment, database,
virtual reality

I. INTRODUCTION

Quality assessment has long been an important topic in the

field of image and video processing. After many years efforts,

image quality assessment (IQA) has developed gradually ma-

ture. There were many papers discussing IQA methods, such

as [1][2][3][4][5][6]. VQA research also developed fast, many

researchers have came up with a lot of approaches, such as

[7][8][9][10][11]. And research related to IQA or VQA will

continue developing in the future.

Video quality assessment (VQA) has been a hot topic for

many years and plays an important role in video compression,

video processing and video communication fields. With the

quick developing of virtual reality technology, the playing

platform of videos has gradually transfered from traditional

displays to head-mounted displays. And VQA will also step

into the virtual reality stage, i.e., Immersive Video Quality

Assessment (IVQA). So we established an immersive video

quality assessment database (IVQAD) for future quality as-

sessment research. The database consists of three different

resolutions with various bit rate and frame rate which has

evaluated 10 different scenes. Thus researchers can utilize this

database to study a series of quality assessment algorithms of

immersive videos.

The main difference between immersive videos and tradi-

tional videos in two-dimensional screens is that there is serious

distortion at the edge of immersive videos for playing in

virtual reality visual system. And the scores of IVQA can

only be taken down from dictation of subjects. The main

difference between VQA and IVQA is that IVQA experiments

conduct with virtual reality head-mounted displays. Therefore,

there are many items should be noticed when conducting

experiments. Detailed items will be discussed later.

There are already some widely used image quality databases

such as LIVE Image Quality Assessment Database [12] and

TID 2013 [13]. There are also many video quality assessment

databases such as LIVE Video Quality Database [14]. Howev-

er, these databases evaluated the quality of images or videos

only on two-dimensional screens.

With the development of virtual reality technology, research

on virtual reality visual system has becoming more and more

important. And video quality assessment will be a necessary

part of it. There have been much research about traditional

video quality assessment so far, nevertheless we still research

little about IVQA in virtual reality visual system. Therefore we

provided this database for future IVQA, which consists of 160

videos. In our database, there are three different resolutions

and the highest resolution is 4096×2048. Immersive videos are

taken from widely range of scenes, which makes this database

can be widely used in IVQA.

We conducted an experiment to obtain subjective data. Sub-

jective scores collected by plenty of experiments of different

subjects are an essential part of video quality assessment.

Comparative studies of video quality metrics have examples

carried out by VQEG (Video Quality Expert Group). But in

our experiment, comparative experiment is hard to conducted

since it is proceed under head-mounted diaplays. There are

13 people in our experiment assessing the immersive video.

Our goal in this paper is to introduce a new database IVQAD

2017 for the new field IVQA. Using this database, researchers

can study VQA of virtual reality visual system for future

studies such as video compression, video processing, video

communication and so on in virtual reality environment.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2

introduces video sources and described detailed experimen-

tal procedures. Section 3 analysed subjective scores in the

database and evaluated video quality in virtual reality visual

system. Conclusion of this paper was in Section 4.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Shooting and processing

In the database, there are 10 raw videos taken by Insta360

4K Spherical VR Video Camera with resolution of 4096×2048

and file format of MPEG-4, which are fit for playing in virtual



reality visual system. Fig. 1 shows the camera we used. And

the scenes we saw in virtual reality visual system can cover

the whole room. A variety range of scenes of videos are shot

in one university campus ranging from lawn to buildings with

some people.

Fig. 1. Insta360 4K

The raw data of the videos were exported from the camera at

resolution of 4096×2048 and frame rate of 30 fps with audio.

Fig. 2 shows sample frames of raw videos shot by Insta360

4K. The typical scenes include lake, bridge, tennis court and

so on. In the figure, the brightness varies from one to another.

Although they look similar in Fig. 2, huge differences will be

seen when watching videos in virtual reality environment. And

this will influence the result. So it illustrates the brightness

have influence on experience of immersive video. Detailed

analysis will be given in Section 3.

To avoid the influence of voice, we eliminate the audio track

of all videos using FFMPEG software. Then 10 raw videos

were cut into equal length of 15 seconds for fair video quality

assessment. To simulate quality degradations, three resolutions

were set as 4096×2048, 2048×1024 and 1024×512. And

under every resolution, different bit rate and frame rate were

set to simulate different bandwidth requirement. The detailed

settings are shown in Table I.

TABLE I
FFMPEG PROCESSING SETTINGS TABLE

type number Bitrate [kbps] fps Resolution

1(raw video) 70000 30fps 4096×2048
2 70000 29.92fps 4096×2048
3 70000 29.92fps 2048×1024
4 70000 29.92fps 1024×512
5 10000 29.92fps 4096×2048
6 10000 29.92fps 2048×1024
7 10000 29.92fps 1024×512
8 2000 29.92fps 4096×2048
9 2000 29.92fps 2048×1024
10 2000 29.92fps 1024×512
11 70000 15fps 4096×2048
12 70000 15fps 2048×1024
13 70000 15fps 1024×512
14 70000 5fps 4096×2048
15 70000 5fps 2048×1024
16 70000 5fps 1024×512

In our database, we only included videos captured by

stationary camera from variety of scenes. The situation in

which the camera is moving is too complicated. We have shot

a few videos with moving camera for preliminary experiment.

The result is too bad. Many subjects said the dizziness is

unbearable. The experience of watching videos shot by moving

camera is bad. And motion sickness in this kind of situation is

serious. Although hardware stabilization methods and software

stabilization methods were used, experience is still very poor

when immersing in virtual reality environment. And subjects

are not satisfy with this kind of video.

B. Scoring

To better understand the influence of video resolution, video

compression and packet loss on immersive video quality,

we have conducted a series of experiments with a group of

subjects. And all of the experiments are conducted with the

same environment.

The device we used as the virtual reality visual system is

HTC Vive which is a kind of virtual reality head-mounted

displays. Fig. 3 shows the experiment environment. Since the

Virtual reality head-mounted displays is a closed system, we

can not print questionnaire for viewer to mark. The scores we

got can only coming from testers’ oral saying, so it is very

time consuming. Nevertheless, to avoid other interferences, we

must conducted experiments one by one.

There are many items have been noticed during the ex-

periment. First of all, the sequence of the video streams

are randomly displayed in order to ensure that fair scores

were obtained. We first conducted an experiment with thirteen

subjects using the videos captured by stationary camera of

insta360 4K and scored the video with HTC Vive. Each video

stream was displayed for 15 seconds. At the end of each test

video stream, a 2-4 seconds’ voting time were followed. The

5 point ITU continuous scale in the range 0-5 as described

in [15] was used when rating the quality of videos in virtual

reality environment.

Although the resolution of immersive videos can be 4K,

which is 4096×2048 in our experiment. The visual effect is

still barely satisfactory in virtual reality environment. How-

ever, for better research in the future IVQA, we stretched

scores and subject would look through raw immersive videos

before starting the experiment. And these videos were told

“excellent”. Then the disordered video streams would be

played.

With a lot of preliminary experiments, we find that 15

seconds is just fit for subjects to look around the entire scenes

under virtual reality head-mounted displays. Therefore, the

time that subjects used to watch a video must be strictly

limited to 15 seconds for fair quality assessment. Additionally,

long-time immersion in virtual reality environment will cause

dizziness and have influence on immersive video quality

assessment. Some researches have raised virtual reality dizzi-

ness, such as [16][17][18]. The dizziness existing in virtual

reality environment comes mainly from two aspects. For

videos captured by stationary camera, it mainly comes from
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Fig. 2. Sample scenes of the video (a)scene 1 lawn and lake; (b)scene 2 bridge; (c)scene 3 park; (d)scene 4 road; (e)scene 5 tennis court; (f)scene 6 playground;
(g)scene 8 sidewalk; (h)scene 9 bicycle; (i)scene 10 square.

tiredness, since the virtual reality head-mounted display is too

heavy and field of vision is too narrow. For videos captured by

moving camera, it mainly comes from virtual reality motion

sickness which sometimes will cause serious dizziness for

a long-time. Nevertheless the dizziness in our experiment is

slight, we still need to take it into consideration. Since this

kind of condition, subjects would take a rest after 8 minutes

immersing which is provided by the average discomfort time

of subjects.

Fig. 3. Experiment using HTC Vive.

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Analysing data and evaluating immersive video quality

Since the experiment was carried out under virtual reality

head-mounted displays, contrast test is difficult and very time-

consuming. So the model we used to analyse data is MOS

approach.

The Mean opinion Score(MOS) of each videos was com-

puted as:

MOSj =

∑N
i=1 m

′
ij

N
, (1)

where N is the number of subjects and m
′
ij is the score

assigned by subject i to video j with various condition.

The scores assessed by subjects with a grading scale can

be of a different type. The grading scale used by subjects can

be different types. Five gradations have been used in [19],

i.e., “Bad”, “Poor”, “Fair”, “Good”, and “Excellent” which

correspond to grade “1”, “2”, “3”, “4” and “5”. In this paper,

we used this kind of grading scale. And MOS was computed

under this scale.

Before computing the MOS in IVQAD 2017, there is an

important step : Removing outliers. Sometimes, a few subjects

will give a score which is far away the mean value. And these

outliers should be removed. We used 3σ principle to remove

outliers. And σ was computed as follows:

σj =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(m
′
ij −MOSj)2 (2)

If a score is beyond 3σ region of MOS, the score will be

removed, and MOS will be computed again using the new

group of data.
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Fig. 4. MOS histogram for IVQA Database.

Fig. 4 shows the MOS histogram for IVQAD 2017. In the

result of MOS, the scores mainly centralized among the score

“2”, “3” and “4”, and more on “2” and “3”. The numbers of

videos from score “1” to “5” are 166, 617, 691, 352 and 254.

All of the MOS were plotted in Fig. 5 with 10 scenes.

And MOS of different scenes were expressed with different

color. X-axis represents the dispose type of immersive video

streams. And “type number” in Table I from top to bottom

corresponding to the value 1-16 of x-axis. Y-axis represents

MOS of different processing type of 10 scenes. From the

figure, we can see that most of the points of one situation

gathered. And the MOS of different scenes varied within

a limited range. It indicates that under the general trend,

immersive video’s quality plays the leading role in IVQA, and

in partial analysis, scenes will have a little influence on it.

To analyse IVQA, we choose a sample of MOS of scenes.

Fig. 6 shows the MOS of all videos in scene 2 and scene 6

which are shot on a bridge and a playground. The significance

of x-axis and y-axis is the same with Fig. 5. It is obvious

that there are five group decrease columns in the figure. Five

group decreases represent that with the decrease of resolution,

the MOS of IVQA gradually reduce. This means the quality

of immersive videos is worse and worse as the decrease of

resolution. Comparing the scene 2 and scene 6, which were

colored by green and yellow separately, the MOS of scene 2

is larger than the MOS of scene 6 in every situation. Scene

2 was shot in the afternoon and scene 6 was shot at dusk.

The brightness in scene 2 is larger than it in scene 6. So it

illustrates the brightness have influence on the experience of

immersive videos.

Fig. 7 comes from scene 2 of Fig. 6, and is listed for

better compare. In the Fig. 7, it is obvious that immersive

video quality is decrease with the reduce of bit rate and frame

rate. Additionally, we can see that the decrease degree of (a)

(c) and (e) is slight than that of (b) (d) and (f) since x-axis

decrease degree the former is larger than the latter. That is to

say, the frame rate has more influence on IVQA than bit rate.
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Fig. 5. All MOS in IVQA Database.
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Fig. 6. MOS histogram of scene 2 : bridge.

Combining the Fig. 6, we can get the conclusion that resolution

and frame rate have the almost same influence on IVQA more

than bit rate. As for the force of influence compared between

resolution and frame rate, It varies from person to person in our

experiment which comes from asking the question to subjects

after experiment. And future research is expected.

There are many factors that will influence IVQA, such as

resolution, frame rate, bit rate, even scenes’ bright and dark,

background and so on. The strength of influence is varied and

resolution and frame rate have more influence on IVQA than

others. So promoting camera’s resolution and reducing packet

loss will be important aspects in future research. Although
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Fig. 7. Comparison of different situation.

videos captured by the moving camera has not been involved,

motion sickness is still an important factor of influence on

IVQA.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we construct a database of Immersive video

quality assessment IVQAD 2017. The database contains 160

video streams captured by stationary camera from 10 dif-

ferent scenes and each scene includes a raw video and 15

distorted video. The subjective assessment is conducted with

consideration of the watching time, rest time, scoring method

and so on. The MOS is derived from thirteen people and

then some observation and analysis on the basis of MOS are

given. Our goal in this paper is to establish a new database

IVQAD 2017 for a new field IVQA. More and more related

VQA methods can validate their effectiveness and some new

algorithms related to IVQA will be present with the proposal

of our database.
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